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Abstract: This study presents the analysis and fabrication of artificial materials with metallic cuboid inclusions (termed here as
meta-atoms) in a dielectric host material. These synthetic materials or metamaterials have been additively manufactured with a
fused deposition modelling three-dimensional (3D) printer. The effective permittivity and permeability have been numerically
analysed using the Maxwell–Garnett and Lewin's approximation. Simulations and measurements have shown good agreement
with analytical calculations. The anisotropy of the heterogeneous mixture due to the orientation of the meta-atoms has been
demonstrated. The effective permittivity has been increased by the presence of the meta-atoms, which has the potential of
producing 3D-printing metamaterials with tailored electromagnetic properties.

1 Introduction
Metamaterials have distinct electromagnetic (EM) properties and
have advantages in numerous applications such as antennas, lenses,
acoustics and cloaking [1–3]. These new materials can tailor the
EM properties and hence control the EM wave propagation. They
can be used to design new antenna substrates or superstrates that
have fabricational, physical and EM advantages over conventional
dielectric materials. There are many research papers that have
discussed artificial materials and metamaterials with tailored EM
properties [4–9]. Artificial heterogeneous materials can be
constructed by adding metallic inclusions arranged in different
lattices and this can control the effective EM properties including
permittivity, permeability and losses [10–14]. Hence engineers in
principle can design radio-frequency (RF) materials with bespoke
EM properties and thicknesses by changing the inclusions (meta-
atoms) and their volume fraction.

These so-called ‘meta-atoms’ can be defined as inclusions
whose size is much smaller than the wavelength of operation and
have arbitrary constitutive parameters arranged in regular or
irregular lattices. Metallic meta-atoms can increase the effective
relative permittivity (εreff) of the structure. These inclusions
however give rise to diamagnetism where the effective relative
permeability (μreff) of the substrate is smaller than 1. In general, the
εreff and μreff depend on the volume fraction of the inclusion and
host materials. Furthermore, the shapes of the metallic inclusions
may result in anisotropy. The anisotropic and diamagnetic effects
due to cuboid metallic inclusions have been analysed using EM
simulations in [15, 16], but fabrications of such heterogeneous
material have not been widely reported in the literature. The
artificial anisotropic dielectrics will give extra design freedom for
future innovative antenna applications. A dielectric anisotropic
substrate for generating circular polarisation has been reported in
[17]. The metallic meta-atom-based heterogeneous material has the
potential of providing a wider range of controlling the anisotropy
and the EM field.

Manufacturing metamaterials with metallic inclusions is
cumbersome. It usually involves several processes such as
micromachining, etching and assembling [18–20]. A simple
manufacturing technique is highly desirable. Advanced digital
additive manufacturing (AM) technology builds a three-
dimensional (3D) object in successive layers. This fabrication
process has less material waste, and gives extra freedom for
designing bespoke EM materials, which may be particularly useful

for high value, but low volume products. Several antennas and RF
components such as lenses, frequency selective surface and
waveguides have been be fabricated by AM which are more
economical and provide extra design freedom compared with
conventional techniques [21–26]. Furthermore, as there was no
machining or bonding, this manufacturing technique enhanced the
physical durability of the materials. Isakov et. al. [27] have used
3D printing to fabricate anisotropic fully dielectric media. 3D-
printed dielectrics and metals combined together in a layered
fashion for artificial materials or metamaterial fabrication have not
been reported in the literature.

This paper proposes a practicable procedure for designing and
fabricating metamaterials with both dielectric and metallic
inclusions. AM was used for fabricating the dielectric layers with
empty cuboids which were then filled with conductive paste. This
allowed the deposition of the metallic inclusions (meta-atoms)
inside each dielectric layer during the fabrication process. The
detailed manufacturing process is presented in Section 2.

Section 3 presents the principle formulations for estimating the
effective permittivity and permeability of a heterogeneous material
with metallic cuboids. The analytically calculated results are
compared with full wave simulations and measurements in Section
4. The results have shown the anisotropic and diamagnetic
(μreff < 1) effects. The meta-atoms resulted in an increased εreff of
the synthetic mixtures.

In Section 5, the effects of the distance between meta-atoms has
been examined. Metamaterials with different distances between the
meta-atoms have been fabricated and measured to show the effects
on the EM properties of the metallic inclusions. The conclusions
are summarised in Section 6.

2 Additively fabricated metamaterial samples
A fused deposition modelling 3D printer (Makerbot Replicator 2X)
was used to fabricate the dielectric layers of the metamaterial
structures. The sketch of the printed metamaterial with meta-atoms
is shown in Fig. 1. The 3D models were designed using computer-
aided design (CAD) tools and were subsequently sliced into
successive layers by the software. The heated printer nozzle
extruded the thermal 3D-printing material and created the host
structure layer by layer from the bottom upwards. Thermoplastic
polyester polylactic acid (PLA) was used as the 3D-printing
material. The extrusion temperature of the printer nozzle for PLA
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was 200°C. The conductivity of the silver paste was measured as
5.7 × 105 S/m by using the van der Pauw method [28]. 

First, an ‘ice cube tray’ type host structure was printed, as
shown in Fig. 2a. There were a number of empty blocks in the ‘ice
cube tray’ for hosting the meta-atoms. In this work, the size of the
meta-atom was kept constant and the dimensions of the empty
block were 1.3 × 1.3 × 0.3 mm3. After the ‘ice cube tray' was
finished, the print job was paused and conductive silver paste was
filled into the empty blocks manually using a syringe without
moving the host, as shown in Fig. 2b. After all the cuboids were
filled, the print was resumed and the second layer of PLA host was
printed directly on top of the first one. Then, the second layer of
meta-atoms was added by filling the paste into the empty blocks.
Finally, a PLA lid was printed on top. The PLA host layers did not
move during the whole fabrication process to ensure the host layers
and the meta-atoms were aligned. Fig. 2c shows the photograph of
the finished sample. 

3 Numerical approach for calculating effective
EM properties
The cuboid shape of the meta-atom caused a non-uniform
disturbance of the electric and magnetic fields. Therefore, the εreff
and μreff of the mixture are different according to the orientation of
the meta-atoms. The effective dielectric permittivity of a periodic
composite materials can be determined by using the Maxwell–
Garnett formula [29]. The formula was further modified to solve
various inclusion shapes including ellipsoids. The depolarisation
factor N j j = a, b, c  of in the axes of an ellipsoid inclusion with
three semi-axes a, b and c is defined in [30]

N j = abc
2 ∫

0

∞ du
j2 + u (a2 + u)(b2 + u)(c2 + u)

(1)

Since both ellipsoids and cuboids have three major axes that
determine their 3D shapes, here the ellipsoid model is used to
approximate the cuboid inclusions. Assuming the ellipsoid and
cuboid inclusions have the same aspect ratio, the depolarisation
factor N j in the axes of a cuboid inclusion with three semi-axes a, b
and c can be also obtained using (1), where j is one of the semi-
axes of the cuboid. Thus, the depolarisation factor Na has j = a, Nb
has j = b and Nc has j = c, and they satisfy the following
relationship, Na + Nb + Nc = 1.

Then if the incident electric field is parallel to one of the cuboid
edges, the modified Maxwell–Garnett formula for ellipsoid
inclusions [30] can be used to approximate the cuboid inclusions

εeff, j = εh + f εh
εi − εh

εh + 1 − f N j εi − εh
(2)

where the εeff, j is the effective permittivity of the mixture for the j-
component, εh and εi are the permittivities of the host and
inclusion, respectively, f is the volume fraction of the inclusions.

Similarly, the effective permeability of the mixture for the H-
field that is parallel to j-edge is

μeff, j = μh + f μh
μi − μh

μh + 1 − f N j μi − μh
(3)

where the μh and μi are the permeabilities of the host and inclusion,
respectively.

It is worth noting that the depolarisation factor N j should be
calculated for the electric field and magnetic field separately, as the
directions of the electric field or magnetic field relative to edges of
inclusion are different.

The εi and μi in (2) and (3) are the properties of the bulk
material. However, the bulk material EM properties cannot be used
to represent small inclusions, typically ≪ λ/10. Lewin [31] defined
that a small inclusion with very small physical size would have the
‘effective permittivity and permeability of the particle’ that are
relative to its total external field including the scattered field due to

Fig. 1  Sketch of 3D-printed metamaterial sample with two layers of meta-
atoms

 

Fig. 2  Fabrication process of metamaterial sample
(a) 3D-printed PLA dielectric layer (host structure, the ‘ice cube tray’), (b) Filling
conductive silver paste to form the meta-atoms, (c) Finished sample
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that inclusion. In this paper, in order not to confuse with the
effective permittivity and permeability of the mixture, here we use
the ‘apparent permittivity and permeability’ of the inclusions εa, i
and μa, i to indicate the effective permittivity and permeability of
the particle. The εa, i and μa, i can be modified from the bulk
properties of the inclusion [31]

εa, i
εi

= μa, i
μi

= 2(sin θ − θ cos θ)
θ2 − 1 sin θ + θ cos θ

= F(θ) (4)

where θ = (2πa εiμi)/λ, k = 2π /λ. Lewin only discussed spherical
inclusions in [31] and a is the radius of the particle. In our case, a
is replaced by the half length of the edge that is parallel to the
electric field.

Now, (2) and (3) can be re-written as the new expressions

εeff, j = εh + f εh
εa, i − εh

εh + 1 − f N j εa, i − εh
(5)

μeff, j = μh + f μh
μa, i − μh

μh + 1 − f N j μa, i − μh
(6)

Equations (5) and (6) can be used to solve general two-material
mixing problems for cuboid inclusions.

Metallic inclusions generally have a very large εi due to the
high conductivity. This results in θ being large and complex which
leads to εa, i ≫ εh. Therefore, (5) can be simplified as in (7)

εeff, j = εh + f
εh

1 − f N j
(7)

We assume that both the inclusions and the host materials are non-
magnetic, μh = μi = 1. However, it has μa, i → 0 according to (4).
So, the expression of μeff, j for metallic inclusions can be simplified
as

μeff, j = μh + f
μh

1 − f N j − 1 (8)

Equations (7) and (8) will be used for estimating effective
permittivity and permeability of the 3D-printed samples in Sections
4 and 5.

4 Evaluation of anisotropy and diamagnetism
Two orientations were simulated and measured in this section, as
shown in Fig. 3. The meta-atom was situated in the centre of the
host material to form a unit cell. Fig. 3 shows 2D views of the unit
cells with the meta-atoms in a lattice. It is critical to avoid current
flowing between the meta-atoms that would occur if they touched.
In this work, all the meta-atoms were the same size with l = 1.3, w 
= 0.3, d = 2.5 and t = 0.85 mm. 

The fabricated samples were simulated by using CST and
measured over the X-band frequency range. The samples were
fabricated to fit exactly in a rectangular WR90 waveguide (22.86 × 
10.16 mm2). The Nicolson–Ross and Weir (NRW) method [32, 33]
was used to retrieve the effective EM properties of the samples for
both simulations and measurements. The sketches of two
waveguide-sized samples are shown in Fig. 4. For simplicity, only
two layers in the z-axis of meta-atoms were applied for orientation
A. Owing to the NRW restriction on the sample thickness (< λg/4),
only one unit cell of meta-atoms in the z-axis was applied for
orientation B. 

Fig. 5 shows the photographs of the fabricated samples.
Orientation A was fabricated as the description in Section 2. It had
two layers in the z-axis. Orientation B was printed with multiple
PLA host layers stacked up in the y-axis. Although orientation B
could also be built up in the z-axis direction, the empty blocks for
the meta-atoms could not be printed properly due to their narrow
thicknesses w. A 3D printer with higher resolution and a finer
nozzle would address this problem. Since orientation B required
more pauses in the printing process and more manual deposition of
silver paste, the physical imperfections of orientation B were
higher due to spilled-over silver paste and miss-aligned cuboids.
This can be seen in Fig. 5. The dimensions of the CAD model of
orientation A were 22.86 × 10.16 × 1.70 mm3 and the dimensions
of the fabricated sample as measured by a caliper were 22.76 × 
10.16 × 1.73 mm3. The CAD model and the fabricated sample
dimensions of orientation B were 22.86 × 10.16 × 2.50 and 22.81 × 
10.15 × 2.51 mm3, respectively. 

EM simulations were carried out to verify the measurement.
The simulations were designed to replicate the real measurement
setup: the metamaterial samples were modelled using the measured
outer dimensions and were placed in a WR90 waveguide; the
dielectric constant of the host PLA was 2.69 and electric loss
tangent was 0.01 as taken from waveguide measurement at 10 
GHz. The conductivity of the meta-atoms was used as the value of
the silver paste (5.7 × 105 S/m).

The retrieved results from the simulations are shown in Table 1,
and compared with measured results and the results that were

Fig. 3  2D view of the unit cells with meta-atoms in a lattice
 

Fig. 4  Sketches of waveguide-sized samples with two orientations of meta-
atoms
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calculated using (7) and (8). Table 1 shows the diamagnetic effect
with μreff < 1 due to the embedded meta-atoms. The εreff of the
mixtures were all higher than the host PLA. Although (7) and (8)
cannot evaluate the losses, they can still be used for predicting the
εreff and μreff for the different meta-atom orientations. Note the
calculation used ellipsoids to approximate the cuboids and there are
differences between the calculations and the full wave simulations. 

The measured εreff of orientation A was higher than orientation
B, which agreed well with the simulations and analytical

calculations. Note orientation A contained a lower volume of metal
(72 meta-atoms embedded), compared with B (117 meta-atoms).
This indicates that the orientation of the anisotropic metallic
inclusions has a more significant effect on the εreff compared with
the volume fraction. The meta-atoms had its maximum effect when
the largest surface was parallel to the electric field. Both
orientations had their largest surface parallel to the magnetic field,
and therefore the μreff for both orientations were similar – see
Table 1.

5 Effect of distance between meta-atoms
With the size of the meta-atom was fixed, by varying the distance
d, different volume fractions of the meta-atoms were achieved. As
described in Section 4, fabricating orientation B resulted in a
greater number of manual processes. Therefore, only samples with
orientation A were compared in this section. Five samples with
different d values were fabricated: 2.50, 2.75, 3.00, 3.50 and 3.75 
mm. Note, smaller d values resulted in more meta-atoms in the
metamaterial samples. Fig. 6 shows the photographs of all the five
samples. A bright light was placed underneath of the samples to
illuminate the embedded meta-atoms which can be observed as the
dark squares seen through the PLA cover. As shown, sample d = 
2.50 mm had the most cuboids in each layer (9 × 4 = 36), whereas
3.75 mm sample had the fewest (6 × 3 = 18). The εreff of the
samples was analytically calculated to be between 3.56 and 4.62,
and the μreff was calculated to be between 0.90 and 0.95 by using
(7) and (8), respectively. 

Fig. 7 shows the measured εreff of the metamaterial samples.
The host material PLA had εreff = 2.69 measured at 10 GHz. It can
be seen that all the metamaterials had higher εreff than the host
PLA. The εreff was stable across the frequency range and agreed
well with simulated results. The εreff was higher when the meta-
atoms were closer. The highest εreff was 4.50 at 10 GHz with d = 
2.50 mm. The μreff decreased with reduced spacing between the
meta-atoms, see Fig. 8. All the metamaterial samples have
μreff < 1. The lowest μreff at 10 GHz was obtained as 0.88 with the
d = 2.50 mm sample. Although the εreff increased and the μreff
decreased with the reduced distance d, the effective refractive
index of the samples was increased. In simulations, the samples
had six smooth surfaces, but the printed samples had rough
surfaces (see Fig. 6) due to the AM process. The surface roughness
of the printed samples resulted in the differences between the
simulated and measured results. The calculated εreff and μreff using
(7) and (8) are shown in Figs. 7b and 8b, respectively. Since (7)
and (8) are frequency independent, the calculated results are shown
at 10 GHz. The calculated results show reasonable agreement with
the simulations and measurements. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show the effective electric loss tangent and
magnetic loss tangent, respectively. The real (εreff′ , μreff

′ ) and
imaginary (εreff′′ , μreff′′ ) parts of the effective relative permittivity and
permeability were retrieved using the NRW method. Then, the
electric and magnetic loss tangent values were calculated using
tan δe = εreff′′ /εreff′  and tan δm = μreff′′ /μreff

′ , respectively. Fig. 9
indicates that both the electric and magnetic losses were increased
with the closer meta-atoms, which agrees with the simulated results
in Fig. 10. The lowest tan δe averaged over the frequency range was
0.010 with d = 3.75 mm, whereas the highest average tan δe was
0.017 with d = 2.50 mm. The lowest and highest average tan δm
were 0.009 and 0.028. 

Fig. 5  Photographs of additively manufactured metamaterial samples
 

Table 1 Comparison of effective EM properties of metamaterial samples with meta-atoms in different orientations
Orientation A Orientation B

Number of meta-atoms 72 117
Effective EM properties εr tan δe μr tan δm εr tan δe μr tan δm
calculated 4.62 — 0.90 — 3.11 — 0.88 —
simulated 4.57 0.017 0.91 0.015 3.40 0.010 0.86 0.004
measured 4.53 0.017 0.88 0.003 3.28 0.002 0.91 0.002

 

Fig. 6  3D-printed artificial dielectrics samples with different periodicities
of metallic inclusions
(a) d = 2.50 mm, (b) d = 2.75 mm, (c) d = 3.00 mm, (d) d = 3.50 mm, (e) d = 3.75 mm
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6 Conclusions and discussion
Metamaterials with regular metallic meta-atoms have been
successfully fabricated and measured. In general, these metallic
cuboid inclusions placed in an array to form an artificial dielectric

increased the effective relative permittivity compared with the host
material. The measured results agreed well with the numerical
calculations and full wave simulations. This indicated that
metamaterials with tailored EM properties can be fabricated by
controlling the distribution of the inclusions. The numerical

Fig. 7  Effective relative permittivity of metamaterial samples
(a) Measured εreff, (b) Simulated εreff and calculated εreff using (7)

 

Fig. 8  Effective relative permeability of metamaterial samples
(a) Measured μreff, (b) simulated μreff and calculated μreff using Equation (8)

 

Fig. 9  Effective electric loss tangent
(a) Measured tan δe, (b) Simulated tan δe
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analysis can be initially used to assist the design. The anisotropic
effects have been examined and depend on the orientation of the
metallic cuboids. Anisotropic metallic cuboid inclusions with their
largest surface parallel to the electric field resulted in the most
significant increase in the effective relative permittivity. The
orientation was more significant than the volume fraction of the
metallic inclusions. The effective relative permittivity was larger
with the closer metallic cuboids (higher volume fraction of
inclusions). Measurements have shown that diamagnetic effects
were introduced with the metallic inclusions. The closer metallic
inclusion also increased electric and magnetic losses.

The AM technique can effectively fabricate heterogeneous
metamaterials with bespoke internal structures that are difficult to
produce by traditional micromachining. Although there were
imperfections in the fabricated samples, this work has successfully
demonstrated using the conductive paste to form metallic
inclusions, and the measured results reasonably agreed with the
simulations. Therefore, a modified 3D printer with two nozzles that
provides both polymer and conductive paste extrusion can address
the challenge of fabricating the metamaterials in a single process.
Furthermore, higher-precision facilities are desirable for fabricating
the small-scale elements which are critical to higher frequencies
such as millimetre wave and terahertz applications.
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